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Topics: 

1.  Toy-model M-polyfold (standard node)

2.  Imprinting method (theory & example)

3.  Imprinting plus operations

4.  A basic "LEGO" block

5.  New blocks from old (theory & example)

6.  Periodic orbits and nodal interface pairs

7.  Preliminary "LEGO" building



Nodal Disk Pair



Nodal Disk Pair

is an oriented real line

is an oriented real line



Nodal Disk Pair

is an oriented real line

is an oriented real line



Circle action on decorations:

such that

Equivalence relation on decorated nodal pairs:

iff

Natural angles 



A natural angle is then defined as 
an element in the associated equivalence class, 
or alternatively as

Circle action on decorations:

Natural angles 



Associated to a nodal disk pair 

we define the associated set of gluing parameters 

as formal expressions of the form

Gluing Paremeters 



for i.e. define

Cylinders 





The maps 

induces coordinates on via

for

and

for

Cylinders 



These induce coordinates on the 

where

Cylinders 







Cylinders Takeaway 



We aim to equip  with an M-polyfold structure

Disconnected Function Spaces 



M-polyfold Set

is metrizable

surjective

Given:

Then:
is an M-polyfold
and each is

Theorem: Imprinting Method



Recall:

Specific Imprinting



Given:

Then:

Imprintings

are imprintings

Housekeeping Theorem 1



Given:

Then:

two nodal disk pairs

and imprintings

is an M-polyfold

is an imprinting

Example: Disjoint Union



Given:

Then:

imprinting surjective

surjective

Moreover: coherence.

Housekeeping Theorem 2



Given:

Then:

injective

imprinting

is a sub-M-polyfold

is an imprinting, where

Housekeeping Theorem 3



Given:

Then:
is an imprinting, where

injective

imprinting

inclusion

Housekeeping Theorem 3

is a sub-M-polyfold



imprinting

each

Imprinting with restrictions



Recall, the nodal disk pair

gives rise to the imprinting

Imprinting with restrictions -- Example



Imprinting with restrictions -- Example

yields and imprinting with restrictions



yields and imprinting with restrictions

Imprinting with restrictions -- ExampleImprinting with restrictions -- Example



yields the M-polyfold

Imprinting with restrictions -- Example



and more importantly yields an imprinting with restrictions

where is the inclusion

Imprinting with restrictions -- Example



The fiber product over annular restrictions of imprintings 
with restrictions, is again an imprinting with restrictions

Imprinting with restrictions -- Theorem



Feature: Projection to gluing parameter



Definition: Submersive imprinting w. restrictions



Basic LEGO block

Definition: Submersive imprinting w. restrictions



imprinting
Z

surjective

...

Definition: Basic LEGO Block



imprinting
Z

surjective

...

For each 

there exists an open nbhd and sc-smooth map
of the form such that

Definition: Basic LEGO Block



Given LEGO blocks and
the fiber product over is another LEGO block.

is also another LEGO block.

and

If the and

and

Benefits of LEGO blocks:



With defined, we now aim to define 

where is a manifold.

Let
be an embedding

be an open neighborhood of  

a smooth retraction onto 

i.e.

From        to manifolds



Then

is open and the map

is an sc-smooth retraction.

From        to manifolds

moreover



ordered nodal disk pair

weighted periodic orbit
with

The periodic orbit case



We define the function space 
where

and for holomorphic polar coordinates  

is a natural angle

and
associated to a representative of there exists 

such that

here

The periodic orbit case



Theorem:
is an ssc-Hilbert manifold.

The periodic orbit case



Recall:

The periodic orbit case



The periodic orbit case



i.e. elements of the form
with

The periodic orbit case



The periodic orbit case



where

The periodic orbit case



where

The periodic orbit case



Theorem:

LEGO block.

The periodic orbit case



Theorem:

from

The periodic orbit case



Three important cases



Three important cases



Need the pull back of this diagram by 

Three important cases



Building -- Road Map (stable map)

(domain curve)

(domain of imprinting)

+

(target of imprinting)imprinting map naturally defined

+

(set of nodal gl. param.)

(subset of target gl. param.)

(domain curve)

(small disk str.)

(anchor points)

gluing parameters:

target domain



Data Preparation: 

Given:
interface maps

floors

stable map:

floor:

automorphism group preserving floor structure:



Data Preparation: 

Riemann surface

marked points

nodal pairs

negative punctures

positive punctures

eq. class of maps



Data Preparation: 



Data Preparation: 



Data Preparation: 



Building -- Road Map (stable map)

(domain curve with floor str.)

(domain of imprinting)

+

(target of imprinting)imprinting map naturally defined

+

(set of nodal gl. param.)

(subset of target gl. param.)

(domain curve)

(small disk str.)

(anchor points)

gluing parameters:

target domain



Data Preparation: 



Building -- Road Map (stable map)

(domain curve with floor str.)

(domain of imprinting)

+

(target of imprinting)imprinting map naturally defined

+

(set of nodal gl. param.)

(subset of target gl. param.)

(domain curve)

(small disk str.)

(anchor points)

gluing parameters:

target domain



Data Preparation: 

add anchor points:add small disk structures:
about

about

about
all data    invariant



Fragmentation -- Focus on a floor



Building -- Road Map (stable map)

(domain curve with floor str.)

(domain of imprinting)

+

(target of imprinting)imprinting map naturally defined

+

(set of nodal gl. param.)

(subset of target gl. param.)

(domain curve)

(small disk str.)

(anchor points)

gluing parameters:

target domain



Fragmentation -- Focus on a floor



Fragmentation -- Focus on a floor



Fragmentation -- Focus on a floor



Fragmentation -- Focus on a floor



LEGO block

Fragmentation -- Focus on a floor



Fragmentation -- Focus on a floorFragmentation -- Focus on a floor



Fragmentation -- Focus on a floorFragmentation -- Focus on a floor



Fragmentation -- Focus on a floor



Fragmentation -- Construct a building

Recall:



Fragmentation -- Construct a building

Recall:



Fragmentation -- Construct a building

Recall:

elements of the form

here



which satisfies

weighted periodic orbit in 

Define ssc-Hilbert manifold

Recall:



...

Negative ends of bottom level

Positive ends of top level

Interface level k

Interface level 1

Interface level 2

Interface level 3

(trucated) floor k

(truncated) floor 1

(truncated) floor 2

(truncated) floor 0



The takeaway:

where each is of class

so that the data across interfaces is 



Domain of Imprinting (almost):

tuple of target gluing parameters
one for each interface level

ssc-manifold 
just constructed

product of domain gluing parameters 
for each 



Domain of Imprinting (actual):

such that either

with and
where

1.

2.



Building -- Road Map (stable map)

(domain curve with floor str.)

(domain of imprinting)

+

(target of imprinting)imprinting map naturally defined

+

(set of nodal gl. param.)

(subset of target gl. param.)

(domain curve)

(small disk str.)

(anchor points)

gluing parameters:

target domain



Let 

observe:

yields





Let 

observe:

yields

Floor 0

Floor 1

Floor 2



nonsense

Floors?



Floor 0

Floor 1

Floor 2



Floor 0

Floor 1



Floor 0

Floor 1



Floor 0



Floor 0

Floor 1

Floor 2

anchor points



Floor 0

Floor 1



Floor 0

Floor 1



Floor 0



+

Then up to rearrangement:

Recall:



+

+
conditioned on being in 

and

via

Then up to rearrangement:



+
conditioned on being in 

and

via



for



for



This defines an imprinting

Workhorse Imprinting Theorem:

Moreover this functorially extends to an imprinting for



Building -- Road Map (stable map)

(domain curve with floor str.)

(domain of imprinting)

+

(target of imprinting)imprinting map naturally defined

+

(set of nodal gl. param.)

(subset of target gl. param.)

(domain curve)

(small disk str.)

(anchor points)

gluing parameters:

target domain



Transversal Constraints:

Consider a map in fix a 

invariant finite set

For let 

denote its orbit. There are two types of constraints:

invariant:
Fix co-dimension 2 submanifold

non
Fix co-dimension 1 submanifold

invariant:



Transversal Constraints:

This yields an assignment:

Then define the subset of

as those for which 

The above shifted map transversally intersects



Definition -- Groupoidal Category



Toy Groupoidal Categories



Toy Groupoidal Categories

x

y



Toy Groupoidal Categories

Without adding objects,

1) add the fewest morphisms to make 
    this a groupoidal category

2) and without increasing the isotropy 
    at x, add the most morphisms while 
    keeping it a groupoidal category

x

y



Toy Groupoidal Categories

Answer
x

y



Toy Groupoidal Categories

Same questions:



Toy Groupoidal Categories

Same questions:



Representative Model



Representative Model



Representative Model



Representative Model



A Polyfold Goal:



Definition -- GCT



A Polyfold Goal:



Definition -- Uniformizer



Definition -- Local Uniformizer



Definition -- (local) Uniformizer Construction



A Polyfold Goal:



Definition -- Transition Set







"Transition Category"

such that

such that

Objects:

Morphisms:



Definition -- Transition Set



A Polyfold Goal:



A Polyfold Goal:



A Polyfold Goal:A Polyfold Goal:

Theorem (small miracle)



A Polyfold Goal:A Polyfold Goal:

Theorem 



Transition Germ Construction



Transition Germ Construction



Transition Germ Construction



Transition Germ Construction



Transition Germ Construction



Transition Germ Construction



Transition Germ Construction


